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Editors

Editorial

This project started with the intention of bringing together. The PhD journey can be isolating and as researchers, it is easy to become absorbed in our individual worlds of research, overlooking many connections that are shared between our studies. This journal was cultivated as the result of a wish to exchange ideas and to create a space for support and shared experiences.

Through Intersections we invite you to be curious, make research connections, reflect on art processes and take time to explore research showcasing a collection of intersecting works from current researchers across the faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences. Whether approaches are verbal, written, pictorial, algorithmic or other; this journal issue celebrates serendipitous encounters that may offer alternative concepts, narratives or histories through approaches to research that are in process within Ulster University.

This journal hopes to remind us that we are not alone in our research journey. It brings attention to the rich, diverse and inquisitive energies which expand and intersect disciplines, as something which beckons an invitation to explore, to ‘affect and be affected’ (Deleuze and Guattari, 1987: xvi), with curiosity and wonder in the space behind the words and images of these pages.


Intersections was launched during the Belfast School of Art exhibition of PhD research with art-practice (9-19th May 2019) and is available for reference in the Ulster University campus libraries. For further information, or to get involved with future issues of this journal, please visit our webpage: www.ulster.ac.uk/faculties/arts-humanities-and-social-sciences/research/postgrad-journal
The area of investigation within my practice explores the ‘extendable paint surface’ and the provisionality this causes within traditional theories of medium and specificity. By asking questions of painting the concern lies in creating a space for conversation within the possibilities of the medium, rather than a model or originality for producing painted objects anew. Absent-ness and object-ness become reoccurring themes within the visual outcomes. My PhD research has looked at the slippage in materials and how this causes surface tension and doubt with the resulting artworks not quite paintings but also not identifiable as something else either.

Traces of an Activity
(Paint skin on board)

Dr. Susan Connolly
The study of cultural memory, along with other memory research, has in the past tended to posit remembering and forgetting as oppositional forces in a mnemonic contestation over ‘truth’. Whilst neither can be eventuated without the other, such an observation of memory has led to some rather reductionist assumptions of the dialectical relationship between the two as ‘black and white’ processes in constant conflict with one another. This passage utilises the relevant literature to explore the paradoxical nature of remembering and forgetting, highlighting the far more complex reality of the two in the cultural memory practices of societies and everyday life.

Keywords: cultural memory, remembering, forgetting, mnemonic practices, identity

1. Cultural Memory

Our human understandings of time, individual ‘selfhood’ and collective identity rely on our human faculty of memory (Assman, 2011a, 1995, 2008). Memory can be constructed, objectified, repressed and remembered on a multitude of levels, from the individual to the societal (Assmann, 2011a). Memory forms a connective bridge between the distant and recent past to the present (Assmann, 2008). This social and temporal connective tissue creates a sense of ‘coherence’ and a wealth of knowledge about the past, the present, and therefore, the future (Brockmeier, 2002). It allows us to conjure a picture or historical narrative of our past, which aids in the creation of our identity in the present in either an individual or collective sense (Assmann, 2011a). Cultural memory can be shaped through individual experiences and passed through oral traditions, it can be commemorated through official discourses and enshrined in the public sphere (Brockmeier, 2002), or it can be constructed and reconstructed through the interplay of individual, institutional and societal experience (Meusburger, 2011).

2. Remembering or Forgetting?

Whilst the concept of remembrance is, of course, integral to memory research, the role of the more shadowed and silenced notion of ‘forgetting’ is less clear (Connerton, 2008). Neither concept can essentially exist without the other, yet their antithetical status seemingly posits them as adversaries in a contest for the formation of cultural memory. To complicate matters further, Tördal’s (1993:250) supposition that “forgetting is a form of remembering” permits exciting conjecture to expand upon the already perplexing components of the paradox. The representations of the two concepts, with remembrance as the positive embracement of heritage and historical narrative, and forgetting as the repressive or silent erasure of our past and presents, has been highlighted by various authors (see for instance Connerton, 2008; Brockmeier, 2002; Plate, 2016; Stone and Hirst, 2014). Brockmeier (2002: 21) has jovially personified
disremembering as “the hostile villain Forgetting”, with others remarking upon the anciency of the belief that forgetting is a form of ‘failure’ or is detrimental (Connerton, 2008), through the ancient Greek concept of Lethe as “oblivion, forgetfulness and concealment” (Plate, 2016:145). Conversely, the excerpt from Plate (2016:143) below encapsulates the general agreement amongst academics that remembering serves the opposite purpose, as the ‘valiant protector’ of history:

“...acts of memory seek to counter the effects of forgetting: they serve the imperative to remember and impede the work of forgetting.”

Academic discourse surrounding remembering and disremembering does not lack contestation. However, with some proposing that we live in an era which encourages forgetting for a multitude of reasons, such as peace and development, and others arguing that we in fact are constantly surrounded and harassed by celebrations of past and living memory (Singer and Conway, 2012; Misztal, 2010; Berliner, 2005). Wessell and Moulds (2008:288) pinpoint a main reasoning for interdisciplinary unrest between facets of remembering and disremembering as differences in application and terminology, with psychology prescribing mechanisms and processes to memory studies, and the social sciences focusing more on classifications. The paradoxical nature of remembrance and forgetting has, in the last few decades, become a fascinating quandary not just of interdisciplinary concern but of contemporary society (Misztal, 2010:25). The last several years have seen pivotal breakthroughs be made in the study of memory formation and storage (Berry et al, 2018), and through the mass media and public discourse we are reminded to partake in a range of mnemonic practices, from commemorating the anniversaries of civil rights events to memorialising deceased persons of interest. Common public and media conversations around elements of ‘forgetting’ however typically connotes topics with much more sombre overtones, such as the often-stigmatised discourses surrounding degenerative disorders like Dementia (McInerney, 2017).

3. The Role of Remembering

In terms of remembering, Brockmeier (2002) asserts that Western societies are ‘commemoration cultures’, and hypotheses further that Western obsessions in ‘remembering’ the past serve not only to align and bind cultural identities, but to act as a ‘comfort blanket’ of stability and chronology in a globalising, capitalist, ideological existence of constant change (ibid). Singer and Conway (2008: 282) postulate that cultural memory is in some sense constructed much in the same way as individual memory:

“...just as individuals re-organize their priorities and place emphasis on different aspects of their lives through the photographs and letters they save and the stories that they tell, cultures too make selections through textbooks, celebrations and educational curricula.”

Other cultural memory researchers relegate the links between individual and cultural memory through a differing structural formation, proposing that culture is the social environment and value system which mediates and shapes what we remember and how such memory is utilised daily (Brockmeier, 2002; Ross and Wang, 2010: Wang and Ross, 2005). Remembering of course occurs in a multitude of ways. The archivisation of history through texts and through museums, national holidays and celebrations of past events, the erection of tangible heritage through monuments and architectural reminders of history, generational story-telling and individual conversations, and the objectification of cultural memory through the arts, media and education are all examples of the ways in which we memorialise or are periodically reminded of mnemonic events from our past and living histories, in both our physical and emotional environments (Foote, 1990; Singer and Conway, 2008). At a phenomenological level, psychology might investigate how data we retain becomes stored as long-term rather than short-term memory, and the cognitive, behavioural and emotional factors of memory formation in its multi-faceted existences (Bradley and Baddeley, 1990; Bluck, 2003). A common example of situational remembrance you may hear in the USA for example is some form of the question; “where were you when the 9/11 attacks happened?” Whilst such a question may seem to be a temporally objective mnemonic exercise, it is often in fact the precursor to an answer subconsciously laden with interrelated components of trauma, identity, nationalism, governmental and institutional representations of the attack (Fivush, 2010; Haskin and DeRose, 2003), and a whole host of other factors not including the tendency for substantial human error where memory is concerned (Fivush, 2010), and therefore of course what is not remembered (Legg, 2007).

4. The Elements and Functions of Forgetting

As with remembering then, it is misguided to discuss forgetting without dissecting the various ways it materialises and the functions it plays in various societal and individual settings. In Connerton’s (2008) account of seven types of forgetting, Singer and Conway (2008) noted that forgetting through a socio-political lens, as an active rather than passive process. Connerton (2008) however does not suggest that forgetting is always a repressive or purposeful erasure of memory. Whilst such tactics may be employed by totalitarian governments (for instance through the strict control of memory and the evisceration of counter-memory that does not align with the chosen state narrative), forgetting is far more complex and serves an array of purposes, occurring in divergent social settings and appearing under the guise of many standards of human behaviour (Connerton, 2008; Stone et al, 2012). Forgetting, for instance, could be observed through psychological analyses as adaptive, in either ‘making space’ for higher priority information that requires retention (Erdelyi, 2008), or as a defence mechanism (albeit a contested one) (Bradley and Baddeley, 1990), as the excising of painful memory which causes significant harm to the individual (Erdelyi, 2008). Through the Bartlettian observation of forgetting, one which is supported by a wealth of psychological research, forgetting be the passive process of misremembering certain memories at a frequency that leads to the originally stored data no longer existing in its ‘authentic’ form (ibid).

When forgetting is approached through the sphere of the social sciences, its patterns and constructions alter yet again, although certain elements converge readily with psychological literature on the subject (Erdelyi, 2008). Whilst Connerton’s magnification of ‘seven types of forgetting’ sparked a wealth of critique and hasty reply from social and psychological academics alike (see for instance Singer and Conway, 2008; Erdelyi, 2008; Wessell and Moulds, 2008), his formulations are deeply insightful for the exploration of mnemonic practices in the social and political spheres. Examples of Connerton’s (2008) types of forgetting include:

• Repressive erasure - Forgetting in its ‘most brutal form’, typically state or institutionally enforced and involves the condemnation and/or silencing of mnemonic practices

• Forgetting as humiliated silence - The covert and unacknowledged societal silencing of memory which typically follows extreme conflict, comparable to a 'societal coping mechanism' of avoidance of shame and trauma.

A similar conceptualisation to the latter was formulated by Stone et al (2012), in the form of ‘mnemonic silence’, which was utilised initially in terms of individual interaction, but has since been extended by the authors to denote the impact of public silence in collective memory construction and maintenance (Stone and Hirst, 2014). Singer and Conway (2008) however temper the discourse of forgetting as ‘disposed of’ information, by shifting the focus to forgetting as the reassignment of symbolic and prioritised meaning as time, space and culture alternates around us. Their theorisation of memory and of forgetting brings to the forefront the perceptive argument that forgetting is not the violent or passive redaction of cultural memory, but a consequence of shifts in individual or collective attention and values (Singer and Conway, 2008).

5. Revising Remembering and Forgetting as paradoxical in nature

Both remembering and forgetting are induced and interpreted through the processes of the other, and neither can be reduced to a unidirectional and singular objective of temporal ownership. The consequences of constructive remembering and forgetting are grappling with globally, through the commemoration of the Omagh bombing (Johnson, 2011), in the principles of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of post-Apartheid South-Africa (Paes and Lui, 2010), via the valorisation of the dead of WWI and the concealment of the disfigured men who returned (Connerton, 2008), and through the living memories of those who experienced horrific violence during the Soviet period (Etkind, 2009). Each example involves its own individual mnemonic interactions that were, and still are, demonstrative of the cultural, spatial and historical context in which they were situated, and are managed and reinterpreted daily by individuals, communities and nation-states.

Memory is a multi-dimensional phenomenon (Etkind, 2008). Remembering and forgetting are deeply contextual and complex processes, and are not heroes and villains in an eternal fight to claim memory and ‘truth’. To expand upon this, memory should not be understood as an objective and ‘authentic’ collection of mnemonic histories. Memory is in many cases constructed, and it is often the social or cultural power of the constructor that shapes its future in how it is enshrined, erased, objectified or consistently reconstructed (Stone et al, 2017; Meusburger, 2011; Connerton, 2008). Whilst the paradoxical statement that ‘what is not remembered is as critical to forming [an] identity as what is remembered’ (Stone and Hirst, 2014:315) still stands, then it is also true that remembering and forgetting are not light and shadows on the tapestry of memory, but a spectral mosaic that is richer than the binaries of passive and active, malignant and benign, enforced and conceded, and objective and constructionist (Legg, 2007).
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Constrain was a live performance presented in Transactions 2, Mobius, Boston 2018, an engagement between Mobius and Bbeyond Belfast. The performance, presented in public space, comes from research examining if and how performance artists address experiences and identities of perpetrators when making work responding to human rights abuses, atrocity and conflict.

The late Brendan Smith, convicted prolific paedophile and Catholic priest, worked for a time in Boston as well as other parts of the US and Ireland. Photographs of Smith, published widely in the media at the time of his arrest, extradition and trial, presented disturbing and challenging images, that were seemingly impermeable to extracting a sense of Smith’s identity outside the inconceivable. In light of the realities of his abuses, one such image showing Smith’s impervious and impenitent open-mouthed smile towards the camera, underpins a ubiquitous media narrative of evil monster. This narrative is problematic to an extent, in that it frames the absence of humanity as explanation for his choices and actions. However, attempting to productively challenge limited narratives is fraught with difficulty and risk, not least due to the inviolable victim status of the many children he abused.

Constrain was developed from paying acute attention to certain physical registers of resistance that emerged in my own struggle to penetrate this specific photograph. A tension in my forehead and stomach along with a rotating neck movement were very slight sensations recurring on repeated engagement with the image, as I contended with its content and context. Registering and working from my own bodily responses represented a reverse of focus, from the apparent impenetrability of the image to illumination of my own struggle in productively engaging Smith on broader terms. As a result, presenting and interpreting embodied characteristics of resistance through performance established grounds to challenge the decisiveness of the image by asking questions of my own openness towards a more complex understanding of Smith and his actions.

Dominic Thorpe
Supervised by: Brian Connolly & Dr. Chérie Driver


The basis of Constrain was developed from paying acute attention to certain physical registers of resistance that emerged in my own struggle to penetrate this specific photograph. A tension in my forehead and stomach along with a rotating neck movement were very slight sensations recurring on repeated engagement with the image, as I contended with its content and context. Registering and working from my own bodily responses represented a reverse of focus, from the apparent impenetrability of the image to illumination of my own struggle in productively engaging Smith on broader terms. As a result, presenting and interpreting embodied characteristics of resistance through performance established grounds to challenge the decisiveness of the image by asking questions of my own openness towards a more complex understanding of Smith and his actions.
Supervised by: Dr. Murat Akser, Dr. Victoria McCollum & Dr. Lisa Fitzpatrick

Hamideh Javadi Bejandi

**Fiction versus Fact**

**Middle East and female representation:**

**Hamideh Javadi Bejandi**

**Supervised by:** Dr. Murat Akser, Dr. Victoria McCollum & Dr. Lisa Fitzpatrick

Fiction versus Fact

Female representation: Middle East and life story. An irenic, safe and domestic style of art and craft, audienceed by their veiled voices have been limited to indoor spaces. Until recently, veiled 'Shahrzad the storyteller', who was forced to reveal her art in a private space, reminds them of their predestination and boundaries. It implies an absent presence and several untold stories: a transgressed territory. Just the same as 'Shahrazad the storyteller', who was forced to reveal her art in a private space, veiled women's voices have been limited to indoor spaces. Until recently, veiled women have been anonymous authors of unpublished tales. Conventionally, storytelling is considered as a traditional ancient legacy of Iranian grandmothers. It could be regarded as an expressive form of speech or an adaptation of their life story. An ironic, safe and domestic style of art and craft, audienceed by their children or neighboring women. It was amusing, powerful and effective in terms of educating the next generation. Today, many of contemporary exiled, female filmmakers and activists follow the same ambition and tradition in narrating and framing their stories. Their artistic practice is engaged with questions concerning ideology and paradoxes. Accordingly, the condition of living and working in between hybrid cultures requires a new form of audio-visual expression: an appropriate medium and style for addressing and posing questions that illustrates their concerns and restrictions.

This paper outlines the investigation I am conducting as a part of my practice-based PhD research at Ulster University. My enquiry seeks to highlight the relationship between conceptual framework and artistic form, reflected in the video productions of Iranian female artists.

**2. The concept of veiling and voices through the veil**

Here, my analysis includes Shirin Neshat's expressive power in forming an original and independent audio-visual style. Directors' protests and lived experiences in association with specific ideologies are some of the contributing factors in forming such unique audio-visual language. Similarly, the mentioned factors could fall within the scope of artist's creativity.

Stuart Hall (1994) argues that 'cultural identity' is a collective and evolving form that unceasingly is shaped by shared lived experience. According to Hall (1994); a becoming procedure lies at the core of identity which is revealed by representation. Likewise, it is through historic and narrative roots that material and symbolic effects become associated with tradition and memory. Hamid Naficy’s (2001) concept of 'accented style' offers a practical concept for positioning exiled Iranian female artists amongst the existing cinematic debates. For Naficy, 'accented,' films are characterised by independent movies; created in artisanal mode of production by migrant and displaced filmmakers or those who have experienced exile and diaspora. Similarly, he suggests that understanding the unique language of displaced filmmakers is deeply rooted in their bi-cultural identity and lived experience which requires familiarisation with the structure of such accent. In his comprehensive infrastructure, he offers the shared and prevailing components; including narrative, visuals, mise-en-scene, characters, biographical and sociocultural status of the filmmaker. Distribution, exhibition and production mode (artisanal) in the context of ideological constructs (for example opposing authoritarian society individually, not in the name of a class or a third party) are considerably influenced by ‘accented style.’

Women’s video productions of Iranian origin possess some of the features Naficy describes as accented style, although they belong to diverse media and technique to which narrative is related and constructed. The notion of 'accented style' provides a clearer lens for understanding such intercultural productions and their association to the artists’ memory and identity. However, the international language of the video medium in creating meaning, transcends any cross-cultural limits and enables practitioners to transmit and voice their message. By exploring some of the screen productions made by Iranian women, this study will further develop Naficy’s argument by analyzing video practices on the dominant themes in contemporary Iranian society and concepts. Additionally, this paper explores the role of ideology, identity and religion in leading to dilemma, duality and fragmentation.

Keywords: screen production, video installation, audio visual, cultural identity

1. Introduction

Middle East is an ancient region, associated with the rich history of legends, myths and storytelling tradition. Shahrazad (Scheherazade) is the most renowned transnational and female storyteller associated with this ancient zone. She is the narrator of impressive stories in The Thousand and One Nights to the monarch. Her storytelling art was a powerful influence that enchanted the king, spared her life, and brought her freedom. Her narration strategy involves temporality; framing each narrative into another one in different episodes (sometimes open ended), to establish suspension.

Veiled female storytellers are familiar with the nature of a blank screen, as it reminds them of their predestination and boundaries. It implies an absent presence and several untold stories: a transgressed territory. Just the same as ‘Shahrazad the storyteller’, who was forced to reveal her art in a private space, veiled women’s voices have been limited to indoor spaces. Until recently, veiled women have been anonymous authors of unpublished tales. Conventionally, storytelling is considered as a traditional ancient legacy of Iranian grandmothers. It could be regarded as an expressive form of speech or an adaptation of their life story. An ironic, safe and domestic style of art and craft, audienceed by their...
3. Screen as duality and division

According to Connolly (2009) at times artists’ personal associations with specific sites or contexts becomes the substance of the work, which could determine the logics of production. Shirin Neshat’s video works reflect her biography and her critique of cultural and societal status like gender divisions in Iranian and Islamic culture, but as suggested by Verzotti (2002) she goes beyond this theme and emphasizes cultural dissimilarity between the Middle-East and the West. In her black and white photographic series, Women of Allah (1993-1997) she photographed herself wearing a veil (chador) in different postures gazing at the camera. In 1997 she converted her medium to video so that she could explore new geographical and philosophical domains through moving images. Video enabled her to explore cultural distances between moral and modern concept of lifestyle in different continents (Goldberg, 2002: 67).

The arrangement style of two adjacent screens is a predominant feature of Neshat’s installation works. Turbulent (1998) is a dual video installation projected concurrently on two adjacent walls. Opposites are represented in various modes: colour theme (black and white), sexuality (male and female), frame composition (empty and crowded seats in auditorium), camera movement (fixed view and rotating view), and music and sound (silence and singing or a rhythmic music and ambiguous chanting). The video is presented in a paradoxical arrangement of audio-visual and cinematic elements to convey the binary concept. In an interview with Matt (2000) Neshat argues that the use of narrative in her videos posed ‘a great challenge for [her] to create a type of narrative that is not tied to language, but rather functions purely on a visual and sonic level,’ (Matt, 2000: 25). Opposites are represented in various modes as; colour theme (black and white), sexuality (male and female), frame composition (empty and crowded seats in auditorium), camera movement (fixed view and rotating view), music and sound (silence and singing or a rhythmic music and ambiguous chanting).

Rapture, another of Shirin Neshat’s video installations was made in 1999. The opening sequence of both screens is an establishing shot of two empty locations; an ancient castle and a panorama of a vast desert. Presentation format is in the form of dual projections on two facing walls of a gallery space. Likewise, the unfoldment of the narrative requires the viewer to follow the story in opposition rather than in continuum.

On one side the screen encompasses masses of men approaching the camera from, and passing through the arched gate of a castle while clapping. All are wearing identical white shirts and black trousers. The other screen shows a group of women in black veil together on an open desert. Significantly, here several visual elements like the seashore and boat, denote women’s border crossing. As Naficy (2000) suggests, these shots portray women’s freedom from male force and restrained conventions, compared with male confinement within tradition and patriarchal barriers.

4. Conclusion

In the Middle East and specifically Islamic governments of the region, women have no right to protest, but according to Islamic canon, must surrender to whatever is assigned to the them as an obligation. It could be argued that the form Neshat utilizes in portraying injustice and paradox in contemporary Iran is a powerful protest art responding to and reflecting the conflict. By developing the use of divided space, she has become able to create for viewers, a level of evolutionary immersion. Cultural identity is informed by shared lived-experiences and memories, but also constantly evolves through its reinterpretation and representation. It is an imagined notion that is grounded in the Body.

Neshat (2001) deals with various layers of identity in different locations, and in doing so, she ends up establishing ground breaking connections with those spaces according to the necessities of new layers of identity. The relations between body, architecture, and ideology construct an expressive ambience in her video practices. This is an eternal, endless construction that always modifies itself in order to articulate diverse characteristics, on that account constructing identity as defined by Hall (1994). Such dynamic construction is a quality of identity that allows the depiction of a character who is in the borderlands, situation of being in-between and fragmented. Geographical and psychological location is shaped throughout the interaction between the different layers of identity. Those layers are constantly trying to unite; however, they can be oppositional and contradictory while still trying to occupy the same space. These representations have been successful in the field of video installation as the diverse sensory components to the video installations allow the viewer to be exposed to multiple concepts and perspectives simultaneously. Meanwhile the ability to provoke an embodied and affective reaction within the viewer extends the chance of their immediate emotional connection and subsequent intellectual enquiry.

Consequently, artists can take advantage of the impressive and democratic dimensions of video installation; involving sight, sounds, space and time, to engage the viewer with their sensory interactions; while the reverberations of the space allow an understanding to emerge over time, and engage the viewer. In this way, creating connections between conceptual and audio-visual aspects by engaging viewers through active spaces with a questioning of cultural identity and memory, is successfully achieved by creating a lived experience for the viewer. However, the function of these sensory elements is not merely to wash over the passive viewer, but rather to compel them to negotiate and navigate through the screen installations, giving them agency.
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Sculpture (1999) Color video/audio installation with artist as the protagonist. Directed by Neshat, S.

In summer 2018 I travelled to different towns and villages in Iran to find an appropriate setting for the plot I had in mind. Initially, the main motivation for finding a concrete and original point of view which was not influenced by other Iranian female directors in my research, was challenging. I explored different locations and took numerous photographs from different sites, villages, and daily routines of people. Surprisingly however, my explorations led my mind to another direction and my enthusiasm for experiencing new methods of video representation, and storytelling ended up with the present depictions. Indeed, my research process transformed into openness to experimentation and to pushing back the boundaries of the knowledge I had obtained through reading books. Soon I found myself in an uncertain and conflicted situation regarding what I already knew.

These two video installations were inspired by the idea of the confusing status on the border of two different outlooks and generations, that still conform to the former and old direction. Moreover, the use of a fixed camera in a room simply portrays a sincere conversation between two people who sit together. While moving this conversation, they are talking to themselves, with the other, and the absent camera. In the black and white video installation, I have tried to convey the message in as minimal format as I could. There is no beginning and no end to compulsive acts of human. At least not as long as one starts questioning it. Doing assignment by a school boy is a metaphor for such subjective framework.

1. INERTIA, Single channel split screen video projection, Hamideh Javadi

On the other screens the act of a boy digging and throwing the hay in a granary to the other screen allegorically means forage. Again, in this video wind is a dominant element that facilitates the dialogue between two generations or two sexes. But in contrast with the black and white video, its role is merely to winnow.

We are accustomed to accepting reality within a story context, and the fascinating and exciting fact is the same traditional way as Scheherzad the Storyteller and Guest Slayer King. But the duty of the filmmaker’s artist, I suppose, should not only be excitement and effectiveness through visualizing and creating special moments for the audience. The audience should be forced to think about individuals’ actions and attitudes, to observe and accept the reality as it is.

From this new moment, the task of the audience begins to evolve into a movie and an artwork. Consequently, through thinking and thinking, he will look at his own world and his surroundings from a fresh standpoint. What creates a work more durable, unique and original is the combination of the mindset of the filmmaker and the audience of a film whose only purpose is to make an effective impact on the mind of the audience. In this genre of cinema, the most important thing or subject is to touch human’s spirit and his intrinsic inner issues, while in the mainstream cinema, creating exciting moments is more important than anything else. However, the approach to reality never lacks finding another subject, since the first person passing by can be the subject or theme of a film or video. This cinema is an endless treasure due to millions of people and a myriad of human issues: people with real experiences.

Habitually, for me; the original script never exceeds a page of words and rough sketches. Then I continue to write that special scene, and then I decide on whether it could be made or not. I merely consider the potentials and use my imagination to utilize a proper audio-visual language and then get to the final step which is turning the decision in to a real the film output. I think writing a dialogue for individuals with diverse personalities, backgrounds cultures, languages and dialects is a challenging task because, they have their own natural voice and act upon the lifestyle they are already accustomed to. Similarly, characters’ inner nodes can mean a lot to an audio-visual narrative output.

Every individual uses his own inimitable words and unique facial expression to communicate and express his feelings. Obviously, a real character cannot speak the language of the author. Hence, the most significant task of a director is to discover the accent of the personalities who will conduct and influence the narrative. Hereon, the simplest and most innocuous reactions of a character can reveal and address hidden mysteries of a life.
Results of a banner making workshop for International Women’s Day, Array Studios, March 2018. The aprons are referencing the 1908 suffragette campaign for women’s votes in the UK, while some placards and banners are using the Pre-Christian symbol of ‘Síle Na Gig.’ Established in 1994 as a studio space, Array is a group of professional multidisciplinary artists based in Belfast city centre. Array organise occasional events and workshops focused on civil justice, activism and visual arts.

Let’s get radical (again)!
(Mixed media sculpture series)

Sheelagh Colclough

Supervised by: Dr. Chérie Driver, Prof. Karen Fleming & Dan Shipsides

This work forms the beginnings of my visual research into the theories underpinning participatory arts practice (community and socially engaged arts) in Northern Ireland. I have identified four key thematic areas of interest: value, activism, pedagogy and ethics. Focusing first on radical critical pedagogies, revisiting influential revolutionary texts such as Paulo Freire’s 1970 book *The Pedagogy of the Oppressed*, this project explores how a liberating education methodology with core empathetic values of love, not domination; humility, not elitism; faith in the power of (wo)man to be more fully human, and hope as a challenge to be responded to, could be considered in the current context and climate of Northern Ireland’s defunded participatory arts sector. This is work in progress, in part expanding on and experimenting with ideas and themes from my practice around how language is used, presented, represented and understood in theory, policy and promotion, and what that tells us about our collective priorities and society.
In my PhD by Practice ‘Emerging from the Margins: The Poetry of Chronic Illness’ I aim to demonstrate that poetry’s stylistic range and formal properties make it a medium, well suited to expressing the experience of chronic illness. The book-length poetry collection will be informed by my own chronic condition. The generated poems will reflect on this lived experience, including onset, investigations, diagnosis and long-term management and will consider physical implications as well as the emotional impact. They will take account of the perceptions of others, particularly in relation to invisible conditions, including notions of madness. To add further depth and perspective to the collection, I will consider how other artists and public figures, such as Frida Kahlo, Florence Nightingale and Otto Kamensek, have responded, in their lives and work, to living with chronic illness.

This creative component will sit alongside a critical examination of contemporary British and Irish poetry of chronic illness.

Emerging from the Margins

Stephanie Conn
Supervised by: Dr. Kathleen McCracken & Dr Frank Sewell

Carroting

The hatter told me how he treated beaver skins with a solution of mercury that turned the skin-edge orange when it was oven-dried. He said he stretched the pelt to cut thin shreds blew the fur into a cone-shaped colander added water, passed it through the wet roller that caused the fur to felt, then peeled free the loose hood ready to be dyed and blocked.

For a city-girl who shuffled papers on a walnut desk his story sparkled amber and when we met in the bar that cold first night, he was not mad. When he shook my hand, his fingers didn’t shake there was no limpness in the wrist and his eyes met mine without a blink – but the signs were there in my own erratic heartbeat, in the almost smile and lodged beneath my nails as gold.

Pigment

Black squirrel, bolshy on top of a carpark bin – downtown Toronto.

My city-slicker cousin tuts – dirty rodent – as I take a snap.

Are you mad? Why would you photograph that? She cannot believe it’s my first glance at its kind and no, she doesn’t know why they are black, or here.

I do my research; learn that it is a mutant – a quirk of DNA;

exactly the same species as the common grey. The pigment gene fails – a single hormone turns the colour switch to off – jet black hair grows thick, conserves the heat, toughens them up to tolerate bitter cold.

Active and outdoors the whole iced winter long, they thrive, scamper in backyards, city-parks, hang out in stripped trees and parking lots.

I’m the intruder, shivering in fur-lined boots, layers stuffed with down.

At night I stretch, turn, ache, try hard to visualise a knotted nucleotide.
Dizzy Spell

To momentarily lose your balance on the way to the bathroom late at night is not that unusual, still drunk on sleep staggering naked along the landing the walls close enough to keep you upright,

and headaches are common, though they throb drowning drum beats in your skull, make teeth ache.

If I close my eyes in a blacked-out room keep my weighted body flat, head sunk in a breath-stale pillow, this too will pass.

If I swallow the small yellow pill four-hourly ignore the strange sensations smarting in my skin

and wait, step from the bed after a week – I will not crumple to the floor, all feeling gone.
In this essay, I will introduce the theoretical background of the Butoh-body notion that informs my research. In doing so, I will offer a brief historical overview of Butoh dance and its contextualization. Also, I will refer to interdisciplinary artistic movements with similar qualities that share the same field of inquiry with Butoh. Finally, I will refer to the three major research iterations that forms the current project and bind them to this conceptual framework.

‘Hijikata would often say something is Butoh-kei, Butoh-like. “Look, isn’t he Butoh-kei?” he would say, or looking at a dog, “You see, this dog is Butoh!” He would find the essence of butoh even in non-human creatures including plants,’ (Tanaka Min, cited in Cull, 2012: 112; cited in Caldwell, 2017: 4).

Keywords: Butoh, Performance, Basho, Life-death, Pure experience
1. Why Butoh

During the first stages of this research, as I defined my topic of exploration to be that of the body of the relationship, referring to the bond between our body and its surroundings, I went through the inquiry of disparate cultural practices and concepts which I considered relevant. The reason that I opted for the notion of Butoh body derives from the fact that it satisfies some characteristics pillars that suit to the practice-based nature of this artistic research. Firstly, Butoh stems from animistic ideals upon life, therefore deals with the abstract nature of the universe. This is a common ground in Fine Art practice where the human body is one of the rest of the volumes in the space and it is not addressed as a person (unless this is the case). Secondly, Butoh addresses the materiality of the body and reconnects it to a pre-subjective level of experience that unfolds in an unconscious, primal level. Furthermore, deploying visualisations is an open process that preserves individual interpretation, and therefore triggers creativity. Finally, the link between Butoh and natural sciences permits me to build and invoke to the audience a series of experiences that transcend narration and move beyond it into a level closer to mineralogy and ecology. This is an important step that allows a refined attunement that operates as a gate in the exploration of the body of the relationship.

In this respect, it would be useful offering a brief overview of the historical premises that allowed Butoh to flourish. B. Waychoff mentions that Butoh was created in late ’50s by two dancers, T. Hijikata and K. Ohno ‘as a reaction to the post-war climate and effects of the atomic bombs in Japan,’ (Waychoff, 2009: 44). In his essay ‘Butoh, bodies and being’ offers an overview of the birth of this contemporary Japanese dance form out of the mixing of Japanese theatre, Noh and Kabuki and merely as a response to them. Waychoff adds that according to Goodrich’s anthropological study, Kabuki (Japan’s traditional form of theater) was based on Japanese religious spirituality and highly stylized. Kabuki’s successor was the pre-war and post-war Shinjeki (new theatre) led by Osanai Kaoru. Shinjeki in contrast with Kabuki, gave rise to a sense of interiority of the performers and was moved out of traditional religious spaces into public/secular spaces. (Waychoff, 2009).

According to Waychoff, ‘young avant-gardes artists saw Shinjeki as a negative move towards homogenization...as an institution to be transcended.’ (Waychoff, 2009: 48). Therefore, Butoh, part of the Angura (underground) movement, from one hand refocused modern theatre on the body of the actor, and also recuperated shamanic properties characteristic of Kabuki. Jones (2012) refers to a similar trend in Europe and US in the same historical period. ‘The emergence of the artist’s body in the radicalizing 1960s is linked to the problems of subjectivity and sociality endemic to late “post” capitalism...that demands that individuals “submit” their bodies so that they can function more efficiently under its obsessively rational imperatives.’ Hence, it was a broader sense of re-appropriation of one’s self through regaining access to his/her body that triggered the artistic movements of this period and spread cross-culturally.

K. Nanako, states that ‘Hijikata created the term “ankoku butoh” (my note: dance of the darkness) to denote a cosmological dance which completely departed from existing dances and explored the darkest side of human nature,’ (Nanako, 2000: 12). Therefore, Hijikata’s research was in line with the demand of abolishing norms and imposed forms by institutional imperatives, therefore referring to the side of life that we choose to overlook and consider outrageous. That outrageous was simply ‘the real, in a time when the body is constantly simulated’ (Nanako, 2000: 25). Part of Hijikata’s research had to do with dwelling in his ‘childhood experiences rather than techniques acquired later on, admitting that he had no master,’ (Oribe, 2016: 59). By sinking to his childhood, he was drawn to the bodily memory of being left for hours inside a hanging basket in the middle of the vast the rice fields of Akita while his parents were working as farmers. Hijikata is deeply connected to those primordial embodiments that will influence and form the realisation of Butoh dance as an anti-conceptual form. Fraleigh describes Hijikata’s approach as ‘a conscious effort to reconstruct a child’s wisdom, a kind of innocence which children possess,’ (Kasai, 2003: 6).

Butoh is concerned with an area of research upon the interiority and presence of the performer and this enables me to connect it with spatial practices in the contemporary scene. Iwana defines presence, ‘as the demonstration of life’s own original voices, which are forever being muted by society or institution, in contrast to expression,’ (Iwana, 2002: 27). Iwana sees expression as, ‘a product of the intellect...a way of being recognized by a society,’ whereas he sees dancing solo as, ‘the only true way of presenting the dancer’s presence or directness.’ Hence, he speaks about a dance that is connected to our ‘original experience’ and inner landscape (nikuita) as a state that is dormant in our bodies. Installation art on the other hand, has genuinely tried to encompass the above-mentioned qualities through spatial practices aiming to the activation of the awareness of the audience. So, we may assume that the nature of the research is similar, even if it is approached through different mediums.

Another aspect of Butoh that supports my consideration for the current research project is the intersection of different art forms, in particular, visual imagery and poetry. Hijikata developed a notation known as Butoh-fu that arrived to us under the form of scrapbooks that have been extensively studied by Kurt Wurmli (Fraleigh 2006). Wumi explains that within the scrapbooks, ‘the eclectic assemblage of images in Hijikata’s collection range from prehistoric cave paintings to twentieth century street graffiti, including works from all five continents,’ (Wumi, 2004: 7-8 cited by Fraleigh, 2006: 52). Furthermore, Fraleigh explains that Butoh-fu comprised both verbal and visual images for dance and was based on Hijikata’s experiments on surrealist strategies. Butoh, could not be seen strictly as a dance form but as an art the embraces all senses and remains a source of inspiration for the visual and performing industry.

2. Butoh: Granting art status

According to Caldwell (2017), in his written dissertation, Butoh: Granting art status in an indefinable form, Butoh is rhizomatic (under a Deleuzian reading). According to Deleuze (2004), a rhizome is somewhat like a DNA thus is not defined by its formal aspect but for an internal motor that actuates connections with disparate beings. ‘The rhizome itself assumes very diverse forms, from ramified surface in all extension in all direction to concretion into bulbs and tubers,’ (Deleuze and Guattari, 2004: 7). Caldwell compares “Butoh to its two most similar analogues, dance and performance art” and examines the way it ’resembles and differs from each of them.’ He therefore points out ‘how the reason categorizing Butoh as only one kind of art is problematic due to its being part of a non-Western aesthetic tradition that does not break the world up into such easily separable pieces.’

Caldwell is using Deleuze and Guattari’s distinction between arborescent in reference to western thought and rhizomatic in reference to eastern. He states that Butoh, as ‘the Rhizome has no beginning or end; it is always in the middle, between things, interbeing, intermezzo,’ (Deleuze and Guattari, 2004: 27 quoted in Caldwell, 2017: 2). He explains this statement by reference to the
earliest Butoh works that involve film making and a variety of practices. Caldwell (2017: 5) highlights that ‘there is a Butoh infused style of dance, which we call Butoh, Butoh itself is not the dance...Paintings too, are created by human beings and reveal their ultimate Butoh quality [Butoh-sei].’ Therefore, my research will attempt to transfer the embodied knowledge from the dance seminars and the conceptual enrichment from the literature review upon the philosophical core concepts of Butoh into artistic practice outcomes that transcend the medium of dance and explore the body of the relationship.

Kasai (2002), in his attempt to grasp the essence of Butoh, identified a series of principles that have been mainly expressed by the Kyoto school and in particular from Nishida Kitaro. Nishida has been considered the more influential contemporary Japanese thinker who succeeds in bridging Western and Eastern thought. The principles that denote the Butoh body and inform the current research, are primarily related to the relationship of the body with its environment. This bond (performer’s body and environment and hopefully audience’s body and environment) is named Butoh-tai. Kasai explains the categories of mind body set regarding movements below:

1. The subject starts movements
2. The environment and/or internal mechanisms start the person’s movements
3. Both the subject and the environment/internal mechanisms co-operate and start movements
4. The self and environment and the movements are not separated (my note: they constitute a circuit) (Kasai 2000: 4).

According to Kasai, the fourth category (Basho) is transcending the dichotomized relationship of the subject and object built upon an idea of human power over the environment that governs Western society. Hence, Basho is a particular way of experiencing Butoh-tai: being within, in synergy with the environment. Butoh-tai is then analyzed in its very principles that cover different strands of this relationship. From those principles (that circumscribe the same attitude), I am placing the concept of Basho, which was coined by Nishida on 1979, at the core of my research (Kasai, 2000: 5).

Kasai, in the same paper, mentions that Rolf Elberfeld, a German philosopher with specialization in Phenomenology, Sinology and the History of Religion, enumerated a series of keywords of Butoh (Kasai 2000). In my research in particular, I have been addressing the following ones through my research projects as follows:

1. I have explored Basho (the place) in Seabed whereby body and environment operate in synergy in a mutual ongoing relationship.
2. Life-death, or the constant flow of energy through transitional states was addressed in Waste-is-land.
3. Pure experience, that is Nishida’s most fundamental way of experience was the research focus of Sky-field and Sky-field 2.
3. References


Nothingeater & Prisoner’s Cinema
(Mixed media prints)

Michelle McKeown
Supervised by: Dr. Louise Wallace & Dr. Chérie Driver


Subject: ASDF (above) denotes the left hand ‘home keys’ (the corresponding right hand keys are typically ‘JKL’). These keys are the resting position for the fingers of the touch typist and enable easy access to all other keys on the keyboard. In the context of email, the characters ASDF are commonly inserted in the subject line to indicate that no subject is included. As internet slang they are deployed as a grawlix to signify extreme emotion or obscenity, otherwise referred to as ‘keyboard vomit.’

Prisoner’s Cinema (overleaf) is part of a series of studies operating at the intersection of painting and digital printing. The visual research aims to explore and innovate new approaches to painting in its post-medium condition that challenge a masculine symbolic and representation of feminine desire. ‘Prisoner’s Cinema’ is a visual phenomenon that is said to affect individuals engaged in deep concentration for long periods within confined, darkened space. It manifests as a hallucinatory fractal pattern occurring within the eye itself. The phenomenon has been reported by prisoners, truck drivers, pilots and astronauts alike, but is also purportedly an effect of intense meditation and near-death experiences.
From Old French to French: Language as a Living Puzzle

Marc Olivier
Supervised by: Dr. Christina Serviali & Prof. Raffaella Folli

This literature review of clitic placement is a comparison of Old French and Modern French word order; the former being nearly a thousand years older than the latter. Through the evolution of different syntactic phenomena such as clitic climbing, null-object, null-subject and restructuring, I show that a language is alive and not linear; it grows and evolves in creative ways in order to preserve harmony in its structure. Different reorganisations took place in French, and pieces of the language have moved in order to avoid syntactic conflicts.

Keywords: Old French, generative syntax, clitics, restructuring, diachrony, Romance Languages, comparative syntax, word order

1. Introduction

Under the scope of the generative syntax framework, this paper aims to provide a rich insight on the diachrony of French, focusing on clitic placement and restructuring effects. A comparison of Old French with Modern French allows us to highlight the hidden structure of the language. In Romance languages, accusative and dative nouns can be replaced by clitics, i.e. weak elements that are unstressed, therefore a stressed form (a verb) hosts them. Clitics have a peculiar status, which may refute linearity in the language: the different constraints of French have shown to impact the position of clitics throughout its evolution, losing freedom in word order and reorganising the whole puzzle. When relevant, I will use examples from the Queste del Saint Graal (ca. 1225).

2. Chronology of the French Language

France was occupied by Gaulish tribes that spoke Celtic languages until the territory was conquered by the Romans in 52 BC. Latin has become the official language and was implemented everywhere to such an extent that by the end of the fifth century, Vulgar Latin was the only spoken language (Rickard, 1974). Old French (henceforth, OF) descends from a Vulgar Latin form and is a vernacular language that takes its origins in Northern regions of France – where the French has shown to impact the position of clitics throughout its evolution, losing freedom in word order and reorganising the whole puzzle. When relevant, I will use examples from the Queste del Saint Graal (ca. 1225).

3. Word order:

Verb-second: OF is a language that allows Verb Second (V2) in both main and embedded clauses (Labellé, 2002 and Mathieu, 2009). The V2 parameter allows different word orders such as OVS or SVO, as long as the verbs holds the second position (see (1a)). Mathieu (2012) goes further in his analysis of OF and argues that V3 and V4 should also have been possible. With the evolution of the language, the structure becomes more rigid, and these features are not possible in ModF, where the order is strictly restricted to SVO (see (1b)).

(1a) De ce, fet ale, vo conseiller: je au miel que je porré? / For this, she says, I will advise you: as I will be able to.

(1b) Q’est ce, ma bien mère? / What is this, my dear mother?

Null-object parameter: In losing V2, French has also lost its null-object parameter (Artega, 1998). Clitic objects can be omitted in OF when they appear in a coordinated structure or a second clause (see (2a), and (2b) for a ModF equivalent).

(2a) Votre terre qui defendra? / Your land, who will defend it?

(2b) Chanson de Lyon 1617, Artega 1998

Null-subject parameter: The object is not the only word that can be omitted in OF; since, like most Romance languages, OF has a rich verbal inflexion system and can omit the subject – (see (3a), and (3b) for a ModF equivalent); this is still true for Italian and Spanish, but French has lost this feature (Vance, 1997).

(3a) Lors las une andeu en sa chapelle / Then he leads them both into his chapel.

(3b) Quête del Saint Graal, 1974, 10, ca. 1225

Person-case constraint: Anagnostopoulou (2005) claims that French is marked by the Person-Case Constraint (PCC, also called me-lui constraint by Bonet (1991)): this constraint prevents first and second person accusative clitics from occurring before a dative one. On the other hand, a third person accusative can co-occur with a first-person dative clitic. ModF holds the Strong Version of the PCC, i.e. the accusative clitic precedes the dative one (ACC-DAT), whereas the latter is not a first or a second person. This is not true for OF, as pointed at by Salvesen (2013), who provides an example (4a) from the twelfth century with a first person, with its ModF equivalent (4b).

(4a) et il me donna / and he gave it to me.

(Graal, 6677, Salvesen 2013)

(4b) et il me la donna.

OF shows a strong preference for the order ACC-DAT, whether the clitics are object pronouns or reflexive pronouns, first, second or third persons. In his Old French Grammar, Johnston (1900) argues that this construction comes from Latin, a language in which the direct object appears sometimes before the indirect object, and sometimes the indirect object comes first. However, he argues that OF is particular since Old Spanish and Old Italian have chosen the other option from Latin, i.e. the order DAT-ACC. Nevertheless, this is not the only context where the clitic has a different place from its ModF equivalent, as seen with restructuring.

Restructuring: Rizzi (1982) describes restructuring as the transformation of a biclausal structure into a monoclusal one, which creates a verbal complex: the infinitive moves out of its clause and incorporates with the main verb. One of the results of restructuring is that the clitic leaves the infinitive in order to be hosted preverbally by the main verb; or the object might leave the infinitival clause and moves up to the matrix one (i.e. long object movement). Even though a language displays restructuring, it does not apply to every verb (therefore, the clitic cannot climb, or the object remains in the embedded clause). One clear example of clitic climbing (henceforth, CC) is Italian where restructuring is illustrated in (5c): the

4. Old French subjects are not clitics; yet, they are in Modern French (Kayne, 1975).

3. In each example, clitics and objects are underlined, main verbs are italicised and infinitives are in bold.

4. In Italian, only modal, aspectual and motion verbs undergo restructuring (Rizzi, 1978); and this is identical in Middle French (Martinau, 1900).
When, the clitic behaves either similarly as Italian (7) or in the latter observation would allow us to understand OF word order better, and the mechanisms that entail these orders. Yet, placement of clitics in infinitival non-restructuring contexts in Old French, such as quantifier climbing, en and y climbing, long movement in ‘easy to please’ constructions, and adverb climbing.

Clitic climbing: OF is known to be a language that undergoes restructuring (6a, examples from Martineau, 1990; above), since it allows CC, i.e. the clitic leaves the infinitive and gets hosted by the main verb. On the other hand, the ModF equivalent (6)b does not allow the clitic to leave the infinitival clause, and thus remains proclitic on the latter. Nonetheless, CC still occurs in certain contexts in ModF; Martineau (1990) states that causative and perception verbs allow it, such as faire, ‘make’, or voir, ‘see’.

Clitic placement in infinitival non-restructuring contexts in Old French: When restructuring does not apply, the clitic cannot climb to the higher clause and remains hosted by the infinitive. In Italian, it remains enditic, i.e. postverbal. Roberts (1997) claims that when CC is not possible, the clitic remains a postverbal pronoun that is fully stressed and does not need to be hosted by the verb (also, an adverb can intervene); and this is not found in Italian. In other words, the pronominal object is a strong form that remains in the lower clause. However, in the Queste del Sint Graal, the clitic behaves either similarly as Italian (7) a, or it is a strong pronoun and appears preverbally (8), or it behaves like ModF (9) i.e. preverbal. These examples are from the Base de Français Médiéval corpus, and I provide the English translations. In the three following examples, ModF equivalents would have proslected (like in (9)).

5. References
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Hyphenation as a critical model for contemporary painting

Mary Keown
Supervised by: Dr. Louise Wallace & Dr. Cherie Driver

My research explores how the hyphen may be useful in mapping a critical framework when considering contemporary painting in context. The paintings engage with issues surrounding abstract expressionism, its painterly modes are merged with the techniques of collage, in an attempt expand on modernist discourses and their gendered implications. These semi-figurative paintings attempt to elicit from the competitive logic of modernity, the right to claim a position of antagonism as a feminist move in painting. The paintings are also documented outside institutionalised spaces and are supported by video artworks that relate to life along the Irish border- another hyphenated state. This project contemplates how traditional modes of painted representations may be situated and reframed through digital screens in order to critically explore its indexical relationship to other media.
Quarrels in Translation: Translating discordantly to achieve harmonious resolution

Anne Rainey
Supervised by: Dr. Frank Sewell & Dr Jacopo Romoli

This paper demonstrates Lawrence Venuti’s foreignisation method by applying it to the translation of Jean de la Fontaine’s 17th century fable, ‘Le Jardinier et son Seigneur,’ from French into English. Paradoxically, the discordancy of this method allows a closer approximation to the source text and therefore greater equivalence because the translator adheres to the source text structure, cultural milieu and vocabulary reminding the target text reader that this is a translation.

Keywords: translation, foreignization, source text, target text, Venuti, La Fontaine, translatum, equivalence, Schleiermacher, borrowings, calques, mediation

1. Introduction

Translation methodology has long been an area of conflicting ideas and disharmony. St Jerome (348-420 AD), perhaps the most famous of all translators, was compelled to defend himself vehemently for his chosen strategy in translating the Bible, ‘I render not word-for-word but sense-for-sense’ (Munday, 2008: 20). Etienne Dolet (1509-1546), paid the ultimate price for translation when he was tried, then burnt at the stake, for the addition of three, seemingly innocuous little words: rien du tout (nothing at all) in his humanist translation of Plato (Munday 2008: 23). Under very difficult circumstances, Martin Luther translated the Bible into German whilst in exile in Wartburg castle (Hughes, 2017).

Among translation theorists, strong feelings around translation strategy and methodology persist. In translation, there is necessarily a tension between the source text and the resulting translatum. Antoine Berman, French translator, philosopher and theorist of translation (1942-1991) disapproved of pandering to the target audience; ‘the properly ethical aim of the translating act is receiving the foreign as foreign’ (Munday, 2009:189). He discussed ‘deforming tendencies’ (Munday, 2008) of translation, where translators help the reader by making the translations more accessible. Lawrence Venuti (1953-) an American translation theorist goes further and makes a ‘call to action for translators to adopt visible foreignization strategies’ (Munday, 2008: 149), worrying less about the flow of the translation and more about loyalty to the text to be translated. This means sometimes retaining vocabulary in the source language, preserving the cultural norms and accepting a difficult rhythm or rhyme without demur.

2. Foreignization

Lawrence Venuti’s foreignizing translation method owes much to Friedrich Schleiermacher’s (1768-1834) preferred translation strategy of moving the translated text reader towards the source text writer. The objective is to allow readers to have the experience of reading a translation which is close to the foreign text. A foreignizing translation ‘may include lexical and syntactic borrowings and calques’ (Munday, 2009: 189) and examples of vocabulary from the source language. This approach reminds readers from the target culture that they are reading a translation. Venuti also terms this ‘resistant’ translation, as it is non-fluent and at times counter-intuitive and disruptive.

3. Translation task

For this translation task I have selected a fable entitled ‘Le Jardinier et son Seigneur’ from Jean de La Fontaine’s 17th Century classic collection of Fables. This amusing tale begins with a quarrel, which leads to a ruckus and concludes with an uneasy resolution. Following Venuti’s translation techniques, I have chosen to provide a foreignising translation. This resistant approach, whilst resulting in a less elegant or fluent translation, paradoxically provides greater equivalence to the source text. That is, it surfaces the essence of La Fontaine’s original work, making it more accessible to the modern reader. The aim is, via the target text, to harmoniously bring readers closer to the sense of the original text.

In the interaction of translation, the translator must finally reach an entente cordiale between source and target texts. In this piece, as Mona Baker suggests, the translator attempts to ‘do right’ (Baker, 2010: 4) by various parties in the interaction: the source author and culture and the target reader and culture. Archaisms and modern colloquialisms will be juxtaposed and anachronisms will be included (Munday, 2008). Some unusual terms will be included to oppose the harmony of the passage and to challenge the reader. Where possible the target text will adhere closely to the syntax, system and order of the source text — though at times this ideal must be sacrificed. This is to avoid disrupting the original layers of comedy intended by La Fontaine in the source text and to keep sight to the fact that the work is written in verse.

4. Source text and Translation

Le Jardinier et son Seigneur – Jean de La Fontaine
Un amateur du jardinage,
Demi-bourgeois, demi-manant,
Possédait en certain village
Un jardin assez propre, et le clos attendant.
Il avait de plant vif fermé cette étendue.
Là croissait à plaisir l’oseille et la laitue,
Il avait de plant vif fermé cette étendue.
À la vigne, à l’herbacée, et de jasmin.
Peu de jasmin d’Espagne et force serpolet.

Peu de jasmin d’Espagne et force serpolet.

De quoi faire à Margot pour sa fête un bouquet,
Sparsely Spanish jasmine,1 wild thyme by the spray.

Jardinier et son Seigneur – Anne Rainey
A gardener keen and lover of tillage,
His birthright half burgher, half clot,
Possessed in a certain village,
A well-tended garden with plot.
A hedge he had planted enclosing this parcel,
And there, with abandon, grew lettuce and sorrel,
A well-tended garden with plot.
Possessed in a certain village,
Peu de jasmin d’Espagne et force serpolet.

De quoi faire à Margot pour sa fête un bouquet,
And there, with abandon, grew lettuce and sorrel,
A hedge he had planted enclosing this parcel,
And there, with abandon, grew lettuce and sorrel,
Peu de jasmin d’Espagne et force serpolet.

La croissait à plaisir l’oseille et la laitue,
A well-tended garden with plot.
Possessed in a certain village,
Peu de jasmin d’Espagne et force serpolet.

De quoi faire à Margot pour sa fête un bouquet,
And there, with abandon, grew lettuce and sorrel,
A well-tended garden with plot.
Possessed in a certain village,
Peu de jasmin d’Espagne et force serpolet.

The Gardener and his Lordship – Anne Rainey
A gardener keen and lover of tillage,
His birthright half burgther, half clot,
Possessed in a certain village,
A well-tended garden with plot.
A hedge he had planted enclosing this parcel,
And there, with abandon, grew lettuce and sorrel,
The makings for Margot’s sweet festive bouquet,
Sparse Spanish jasmine,1 wild thyme by the spray.

3. At the time of writing this work (late 17th century), jasmine introduced from Spain, was a rare luxury.

1. A ‘translatum’ is the completed translation, the target text.

2. Calque: a word or phrase taken from source language but translated to corresponding target language words while still retaining the original meaning.

3. At the time of writing this work (late 17th century), jasmine introduced from Spain, was a rare luxury.
Cette félicité par un lièvre troublée
Fit qu'au Seigneur du bourg notre homme se plaignit.
Il est sorcier, je crois. — Sorcier? je l'en défie;
Repartit le Seigneur: fût-il diable, Miraut,
En dépit de ses tours, l'attrapera bientôt.
Je vous en déferai, bon homme, sur ma vie.
- Et quand? - Et dès demain, sans tarder plus longtemps.'

Blissful felicity ruined by a hare,
With complaints to his lordship caused our man to repair.
'This cursed animal fills up without care
Evening and morning,' said he, 'of my traps he makes light;
Neither sticks nor stones make him fear for his plight.'

I believe he is a sorcerer,' 'A sorcerer? Not a bit,'
Was the Lord's reply: 'were he the devil in his pit,
In spite of his tricks Miraud will catch him lickety split.
I will deliver him up, on my life, my good man.'

But when? 'On the morrow, no delays have I planned.'

La partie ainsi faite, il vient avec ses gens.
'Çà, déjeunons, dit-il: vos poulets sont-ils tendres?
La fille du logis, qu'on vous voie, approchez:
Quand la marierons-nous, quand aurons-nous des gendres?
Bon homme, c'est ce coup qu'il faut, vous m'entendez,
Vous must search your wallet, do not take this lightly,' and on saying these words, made acquaintance politely.

He breakfasts most richly, as do all of his clique,
Likewise hounds, horses, servants, indeed all blessed with teeth.
He dictates and acts freely, like a host, so to speak,
And whilst quaffing his plonk, he pets his girl meek.
A kersuffle of hunters spring out from the feast,
One and all stir to action, they make ready and do:
The trumpets and horns make such hullabaloo,
The good man is astounded at all this to-do.

Le pis fut que l'on mit en piteux équipage
Le pauvre potager: adieu planches, carreaux;
Adieu chicorée et porreaux,
Adieu de quoi mettre au potage.

But worse was the piteous state that the troop,
Left the poor kitchen garden: adieu veg for soup,
Adieu endives and leek heads,
Adieu drills and garden beds.

The hare went to ground 'neath a fine cabbage stout,
They hunted and flushed him, through a hole he jumped out,
And not just a hole, a wound, vast, unsightly,
Inflicted upon the poor hedge so lightly,
By his lordship's orders, for it had been a bore,
That they could not on horseback quit the garden before.

Our good man said: 'Ce sont là jeux de prince.'
Mais on le laissait dire; et les chiens et les gens
Furent plus de dégâts en une heure de temps
Que n'en auraient fait en cent ans
Tous les lievres of the province.

Our good man said: 'Such are the sports of princes.'
With his hounds and his people, let us leave him to talk,
Occasioned more damage in one hour of the clock,
Than ever would in one hundred years.
Have been caused by all the hares in the provinces.
Petits princes, videz vos débats entre vous:
De recourir aux rois vous seriez de grands fous.
Il ne les faut jamais engager dans vos guerres,
Ni les faire entrer sur vos terres (La Fontaine, 1972, p. 89).

Little princes, sort out your debates in a huddle,
Recourse to kings just results in more muddle.
Let them not in your wars have a hand,
And never allow them to enter your land.

5. Conclusion

Speaking of the balance that translators try to achieve, Belfast poet and translator Ciaran Carson remarked, ‘translation is a serious business for me. It is also serious play,’ (Kennedy-Andrews, 2009: 21). This translation attempts to embrace Venuti’s principles of foreignization without surrendering La Fontaine’s mirth and light touch.

Maria Tymoczko (1943-) describes translation as ‘an act of mediation’ (Tymoczko, 2010: 219). It is the intention of this translation, therefore, to peaceably bring readers closer to embracing the foreign identity and spirit of La Fontaine’s fable. Although the foreignising method may seem counterintuitive to begin with, it is hoped that the resultant translation of the text has been harmonious, engaging and amusing.

6. References


Advances in biotechnologies present ordinary families living with genetic disease, disability or difference with some of the most challenging decisions gripping society today. Through assisted reproductive technologies (ART) like pre-implantation genetic diagnosis (PGD) and pre-implantation tissue typing (PTT) we are altering the make-up of society at a molecular level. This transdisciplinary practice-based research project looks at advances in genetics and biotechnologies through photographic portraiture. The work aims to explore the fault lines where medicine, technology and society meet.
One could argue that there are, in Ireland, three main Ossianic texts, spreading over the last thousand years. These are Acallamh na Senórach (Colloquy with the Ancients) composed in the 12th century, the collection of Ossianic verse which became known as Duanaire Finn (the Poem-Book of Fionn) compiled between 1626-27 and the three-volume edition of this manuscript (1908, 1933 and 1953). This essay looks at the circumstances under which Duanaire Finn and its edited volumes were compiled and delves into the mindset of those who undertook the work.

Keywords: Ballad Poetry, Heroism, Native Poetry, Irish Poetry, Lays, Outlawry, Ossianic Tales, Folktales, Manuscript Tradition

1. Introduction

Fionn Mac Cumhaill (of the Ossianic cycle) is, along with Cú Chulainn (of the Ulster cycle), one of the two main heroes of Irish mythology. Although the Ulster cycle is the older of the two traditions, it is the Ossianic cycle that has been the most popular for several hundred years. This essay will focus on the seemingly defeatist background of two Ossianic texts. These are the composition, between the years 1626 and 1627, under the patronage of Somhairle Mac Domhnaill, of the manuscript that has come to be known as Duanaire Finn and the three-volume edition of this manuscript edited by Eoin Mac Neill (1908) and Gerard Murphy (1933 and 1953). Mac Domhnaill and Mac Neill, as well as both hailing from County Antrim, were involved in physical resistance to English occupation of Ireland but seem to have concluded that preserving these stories/making them available to the public was a more effective way of maintaining Irish spirit and thus resisting imperial forces (thus the reference to a ‘seemingly defeatist’ nature of composition).

The dates of composition of the main Ossianic texts is testament to the flexibility and adaptability of the stories and ballads pertaining to Fionn Mac Cumhaill and his band of heroes. The Ulster cycle was given more attention (certainly by the scribes and nobility) prior to the 12th century, while the Ossianic stories existed orally and in the realms of the poorer classes. In an ironic twist, it was this lack of attention or interest among the higher classes that allowed the Ossianic tales to spring to prominence with the passage of time. There are three prevalent collections of Ossianic material. First we have the late 12th century composition known as Agallamh na Senórach. This almost-epic story,1 as well as the lay-tradition it inspired, was the result of the cultural changes resulting from the Anglo-Norman invasion and the increase of European culture in Ireland. Nothing is known of the composer other than that which is obvious – he was of a mature age (by which I mean capable of this composition) in the late 12th century. The latter two compositions being the aforementioned Duanaire Finn and its edited

---

1. Given the work of Murray (2017), it may be wise to avoid classifying Agallamh na Senórach as an epic tale. Despite having epic elements it falls short in other aspects (it isn’t purely in poetic form, for example).
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2.1 Duanaire Finn: The Manuscript

This manuscript, despite initial confusion (Mac Neill believed the Irish-language version of Ossian was in fact an elaborate form of the word ‘anos’ meaning ‘now’) when the first of the edited volumes was published at the start of the last century, was compiled in Belgium.2 Almost nothing is known of the scribe, Aodh Ó Dochartaigh. He left Inishowen, in the north of Donegal, and ended up in Brussels, a fact known only from his correspondence with his patron, Ó Dochartaigh proves himself to be a competent editor as well as having most likely composed three of the lays to be found in the collection (Nagy, 2003). Contained in the manuscript are: 1) a copy of Agallamh na Senórach, 2) a fragment of a story that cuts off in its third page and is followed by one hundred blank pages; 3) the collection of 69 lays that have come to be known as Duanaire Finn, and 4) a two-page poem written by a man who signs off as ‘a poor friar’. The fact that a copy of Agallamh na Senórach is contained in this manuscript makes it arguably the most important Ossianic manuscript in existence. Given his quality as a scholar and editor, there is little doubt that he understood the value of preceding work with Agallamh na Senórach, the initial work from which the lay-culture sprang to prominence.

2.2 Somhairle’s Inspiration

To return to Somhairle Mac Domhnaill, we must look at Duanaire Finn in the context of the Counter-Reformation and the Irish fight for freedom. The Mac Domhnaill clan had land in Antrim, in east Ulster, and in Scotland at the start of the seventeenth century.3 It is an eventful 25 odd years brings us from 1600 A.D. up to the compilation of Duanaire Finn. The Gaelic aristocracy was defeated at the Battle of Kinsale. The Treaty of Mellifont where O’Neill, the great chief in Tyrone, submitted and surrendered a large amount of land and power was signed in 1603. 1607 saw the Flight of the Earls, in which O’Neill and other important figures fled to the continent to seek help in fighting the British. Ultimately, they wouldn’t return. 1609 brought the Plantation of Ulster and 1610 brought the event that affected Somhairle most personally. His uncle, Randall, yielded 2,000 acres of land near Coleraine, in Derry, for the purposes of the plantation. We need only look at the Anglicisation of his name to see where Randall’s loyalty lay. He was almost certainly compensated for this surrender of land. This led to a number of family members mounting a failed rising against Randall. Somhairle carried out a year-long campaign but only proved a slight nuisance, eventually fleeing to Belgium, a fact known only from his correspondence with his patron. Ó Dochartaigh proves himself to be a competent editor as well as having most likely composed three of the lays to be found in the collection (Nagy, 2003). Contained in the manuscript are: 1) a copy of Agallamh na Senórach, 2) a fragment of a story that cuts off in its third page and is followed by one hundred blank pages; 3) the collection of 69 lays that have come to be known as Duanaire Finn, and 4) a two-page poem written by a man who signs off as ‘a poor friar’. The fact that a copy of Agallamh na Senórach is contained in this manuscript makes it arguably the most important Ossianic manuscript in existence. Given his quality as a scholar and editor, there is little doubt that he understood the value of preceding work with Agallamh na Senórach, the initial work from which the lay-culture sprang to prominence.

2.3 Variance from the Norm in the Ossianic Cycle

Certain elements of the Ossianic cycle made it ideal for the task at hand. The main hero, Fionn Mac Cumhaill, differs from what we would expect. He is first and foremost a poet gifted with great knowledge. His first intentional violent adventure is to seek revenge for the death of another poet. This journey takes him to the fairy otherworld – an indicator of his knowledge. We are therefore reminded that someone can still become a hero despite not necessarily choosing that way of life, much as the Irish would be forced to fight foreign invasion in self-defence. We can clearly display Fiannaíocht’s variance from the norm by looking at a very popular scenario in the heroic journey, the Vater-Söhnes-Kampf or father-son-struggle, wherein the heroic father, not recognising his own son, kills him. Stories of Cú Chulainn, Il’ya of Murom, Rostam in Persian mythology, or Heracles in Greek mythology all contain this scenario.

This common scenario, however, is not applied in Fiannaíocht. The opposite, in fact, is true. In one story of Oisin’s birth, Fionn doesn’t know that he has a son but finds a child in the woods and immediately recognises him as his son. So the question is why does Fiannaíocht vary from the norm? These other heroes, to protect society must be the last of their line. Essentially, the hero must kill his son in order to protect society. Dean Miller (2006) describes the hero as the ‘perfect solipsist’ whose timeline is ‘intense but brief.’ The hero’s son could be potentially dangerous and, therefore, no trace of the hero can remain.

Fionn and the Fianna, however, serve to protect us, by us being reminded that we are descended from them. They remind us of past achievements and our ability to endure unfavourable odds. There is a ninth century story of a falling out between Fionn and Oisin. Kuno Meyer (1910) points out that the general Fiannaíocht universe does not bear the weight of this story. We instead developed a humorous and burlesque tale in which the father and son quarrel over alleged cheating during a game of chess. In short, the aim of these stories of Fionn’s recognising Oisín in the woods and a petty quarrel is to remind us that someone can still become a hero despite not necessarily choosing that way of life, much as the Irish would be forced to fight foreign invasion in self-defence. We can clearly display Fiannaíocht’s variance from the norm by looking at a very popular scenario in the heroic journey, the Vater-Söhnes-Kampf or father-son-struggle, wherein the heroic father, not recognising his own son, kills him. Stories of Cú Chulainn, Il’ya of Murom, Rostam in Persian mythology, or Heracles in Greek mythology all contain this scenario.

This common scenario, however, is not applied in Fiannaíocht. The opposite, in fact, is true. In one story of Oisin’s birth, Fionn doesn’t know that he has a son but finds a child in the woods and immediately recognises him as his son. So the question is why does Fiannaíocht vary from the norm? These other heroes, to protect society must be the last of their line. Essentially, the hero must kill his son in order to protect society. Dean Miller (2006) describes the hero as the ‘perfect solipsist’ whose timeline is ‘intense but brief.’ The hero’s son could be potentially dangerous and, therefore, no trace of the hero can remain.

Fionn and the Fianna, however, serve to protect us, by us being reminded that we are descended from them. They remind us of past achievements and our ability to endure unfavourable odds. There is a ninth century story of a falling out between Fionn and Oisin. Kuno Meyer (1910) points out that the general Fiannaíocht universe does not bear the weight of this story. We instead developed a humorous and burlesque tale in which the father and son quarrel over alleged cheating during a game of chess. In short, the aim of these stories of Fionn’s recognising Oisín in the woods and a petty quarrel is to remind us that someone can still become a hero despite not necessarily choosing that way of life, much as the Irish would be forced to fight foreign invasion in self-defence. We can clearly display Fiannaíocht’s variance from the norm by looking at a very popular scenario in the heroic journey, the Vater-Söhnes-Kampf or father-son-struggle, wherein the heroic father, not recognising his own son, kills him. Stories of Cú Chulainn, Il’ya of Murom, Rostam in Persian mythology, or Heracles in Greek mythology all contain this scenario.

This common scenario, however, is not applied in Fiannaíocht. The opposite, in fact, is true. In one story of Oisin’s birth, Fionn doesn’t know that he has a son but finds a child in the woods and immediately recognises him as his son. So the question is why does Fiannaíocht vary from the norm? These other heroes, to protect society must be the last of their line. Essentially, the hero must kill his son in order to protect society. Dean Miller (2006) describes the hero as the ‘perfect solipsist’ whose timeline is ‘intense but brief.’ The hero’s son could be potentially dangerous and, therefore, no trace of the hero can remain.

2.4 The Changing Enemy in Ossianic Tradition

Oisin, having magically outlived his comrades, meets St. Patrick who proceeds to record Oisin’s stories. This would suggest the stories were recited and recorded in the mid 5th century. One lay that Oisin supposedly recites to Patrick is included in Duanaire Finn, encourages the Irish to resist Viking attacks. This presents two problems. The first being that the stories couldn’t be written – Wim Tigges states that, although believed to have come with Patrick, the first Irish written records probably date to the 7th century (Tigges and O Béarra, 2006). The second problem is that, at the time of Patrick, the Vikings were yet to attack. This suggests that as early as the 12th century (the source from which Ó Dochartaigh copied this lay is probably from the 12th century, or itself a copy of said 12th century manuscript), people were adapting Ossianic stories to their current needs. Mac Domhnaill echoes this idea when he decides that the best use of his resources is to obtain a scholar who can compile and, through the copying of the manuscript, spread these Ossianic tales and awaken the courage of the Irish people.
2.5 Eoin Mac Neill and the Edited Volume

Moving into late 19th and early 20th century Ireland, Eoin Mac Neill was very active in political events of the time. The demands of this turbulent period of Irish history ultimately took precedent over his academic works. Mac Neill undertook his endeavour as a pastime, his interest perhaps inspired by county links, and was never able to devote enough time. As a result, a number of mistakes managed to creep into his work. Mac Neill (1908) does however readily admit to faults in the project, quoting time constraints and the fact that he initially started the project for his own interest and with no interest in publication. He ultimately passed his work to Murphy, who proved to be a better scholar. We must now ask ourselves why Mac Neill changed his mind. He simply says that he was convinced by someone he told of his work (Ibid). I would argue something a little deeper. I believe that Mac Neill (who 8 years later issued orders to cancel the Easter Rising) saw fighting the English on a martial level as futile. He had, through his study, become aware of Somhairle’s life and experiences, and drawn comparisons between the Ireland of Somhairle’s time and his own, and perhaps between himself and Somhairle. He realised, like Somhairle, that the best way to continue the fight was to preserve tradition.

3. Conclusion

Both the manuscript and the edited volumes that followed show how two prominent figures in fighting foreign invasion in Ireland realised that the most successful method of resistance (at that given stage) was not to fight on a martial level but to preserve a culture that could one day incite the native Irish to take up arms at a more opportune time. Conveniently, the main heroic saga in Ireland, not by learned but by oral influence, varied enough from the normal heroic saga that they could utilise it as they needed it at that time. Fionn Mac Cumhail, by not being the normal hero, was able to become the national hero and Mac Domhaill and Mac Neill, by fighting on a cultural level, and contributing to literature, left a contribution that they couldn’t have had they died in battle.
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Opposites
(Embroidery, 2018)

Lyndsey McDougall
Supervised by: Prof. Karen Fleming
& Dr. Joseph McBrinn

Opposites is based on McDougall’s PhD research on Masonic embroidery made in Ireland. It is the researcher’s interpretation of the Chamber of Reflection, a small room found in some Masonic Rites. The room is entered by the candidate before their initiation ceremony, and is designed to induce the feeling of self-reflection, a modern form of the ancient cave of initiation. McDougall is interested in documenting embroidered Irish Masonic objects, and finding out about the people who made and wore them. It is widely accepted that many of these textile artefacts were made by women, wives and daughters of Masonic men. Therefore, by investigating these artefacts we can look at the untold and limited role of Irish women within the Freemasonry.
Half Game. Half Comic:
How the Visual Novel Adapts Manga

Rebecca Crawford
Supervised by: Dr. Justin Magee,
Dr. Ruth Broily & Dr. Yuanyuan Chen

This paper will argue the seemingly paradoxical statement that a video game can also be a comic. It will explore how the visual novel adapts manga features in the video game form by using research and methodologies typically applied to comic studies – such as comic semiotics(Cohn, 2013) – on an area that is usually analysed solely via video game studies and methodologies(Poole, 2001; Azuma, 2009; van Zoggel, 2011; Greenwood, 2014; Chen & Crawford, 2018). This will involve a brief discussion using the comparative point-by-point method, as well as a literature review of relevant material on layers, space, sound, time and reading in manga and visual novels.

Keywords: visual, novel, video, game, comic, semiotics, layers, compositing, space, time, reading.

1. Introduction

Manga and Japanese video games have an existing relationship. From the earliest beginnings of the industry, when Shonen Jump manga(s) (manga illustrator) Akira Toriyama was invited to do the character designs for Dragon Quest in 1986 to “give it an authentic manga feel and instant customer recognition”(Kohler, 2005: 86–7) the two industries and fandoms have been influential upon one another. Building on this existing relationship, this paper focuses on research in comic studies and will discuss comics in comparison with an area that is usually examined solely through the lens of video game studies(Poole, 2001; Azuma, 2009; van Zoggel, 2011; Greenwood, 2014; Chen & Crawford, 2018). Using a comparative point-by-point method, this paper will argue the seemingly paradoxical statement that a video game can also be a comic, by reviewing literature and applying methodologies—such as semiotics—from the field of comic studies and discussing the relationship with manga on the visual novel’s (also known as sound novel (Cavallaro, 2009)) use of layers, space, sound, time and reading volumes.

2. Layers and compositing in Manga and visual novels

This section will explore how layers and composing in visual novels are influenced by manga. Just like manga, visual novels are made up of layers(Murakami and Bryce, 2009)—inside a panel there may be speech bubbles and text boxes, smaller images that might appear beside the text, or in the centre of the main panel as in Steins;Gate. While composing in manga panes show multiple parts of the same moment (LaMarre, 2009), composing in visual novels (see fig.1) using layers to help the reader become a character in the story; instead of viewing the comic from a distance, players are meant to view it in first-person.

3. Space in Manga and visual novels

While the use of composing appears in both manga and visual novels, the use of space in visual novels is also linked to manga. Manga typically uses less detailed characters set against highly detailed backgrounds, to bring additional depth to the printed page(Schodt, 1996). In a similar vein, visual novels that rely on 2D character sprites use less detailed characters, compared to their backdrops. Steins;Gate and Psycho-pass: Mandatory Happiness set their characters against detailed backgrounds, that add to the worldbuilding in a similar way as the manga iterations of their franchises. While the characters are stylised, their intricate backgrounds bring extra depth to the two-dimensional world.

Space in manga and visual novels can also refer to the space that is not used. McCloud (1994) has previously linked wabi sabi to manga, but it can also be related to the visual novel. Wabi sabi involves the deliberate implementation of spaces of nothing, sometimes creating mia (blankness/emptiness), while filling the rest of the space with art as an artifice of contrast (Juniper, 2003). Linked to everything from ikebana (flower arranging) to Zen Buddhism (Juniper, 2003), wabi sabi can also be found in the deliberate absence of visual information in visual novels. Not every scene is depicted in manga (Ingulsrud & Allen, 2009); similarly, not every scene or action is depicted in a visual novel. While readers must fill in the blanks in between panels in a comic (McCloud, 1994; Schodt, 1996), players of visual novels imagine action when it does not appear on screen; in Steins;Gate this may mean that the player ignores the static nature of the character sprites, fight scenes that occur outside of the panel’s frame, or the fact that no hand appears when the player interacts with the protagonist’s phone (see fig. 2). Hence, artistic depth is also created through what is not depicted.

Fig. 1 Although not Japanese, the visual novel used as an example here is influenced by Japanese visual novels, and shows the influence of Japanese media on non-Japanese media, in the same way as original English non-Japanese manga does for manga (Brianza, 2013).

This example shows how compositing creates a first-person perspective: Layers in order: background, skip button, text box, character image (sprite).

Fig. 2 Example of a phone from Little Red Riding Hood in Tokyo, part of the practical element of Rebecca Crawford’s PhD research. Notice the lack of hand depiction which is typical of the form. The game uses artwork by Claire Gadd.

Hood in Tokyo, part of the practical element of Rebecca Crawford’s PhD research. Notice the lack of hand depiction which is typical of the form. The game uses artwork by Claire Gadd.
4. Sound in Manga and visual novels

The dimensional differences between reality and the page or screen are also important to consider when discussing space, how the real-world conflicts with the reading of print, digital readers battle against real-world (Groensteen, 2013) and digital distractions (Hague, 2014). Hence, digital comics that make use of music may find it easier to keep the reader focused (Groensteen, 2013) because sound links the fictional dimension to the real-world. Print manga also uses sounds to draw attention, like the slight flutter as you turn a page (Hague, 2014). As Hague (2014) points out, allowing a sense of time and space in a realm that exists in the second dimension. Visual novels often use music and SFX; the use of sound in a visual novel gives direction to the player, reminding them to focus on the story unfolding in front of their eyes.

5. Time in Manga and visual novels

Like space, the use of time in visual novels is influenced by manga. Manga pages use fewer words than Western comics; allocating more time to depicting actions and thoughts, which may only take up one panel in a comic, and last for pages upon pages in manga (Schodt, 1996). As Cohn (2013) points out, applying semiotics to the comic form, Japanese Visual Language (JVL) focuses more on a part of a scene, over the whole scene, compared to American Visual Language (AVL); this is because comics tend to have an objective view, whereas manga is subjective. This subjectivity allows the intimate depiction of miniscule parts of everyday life (Schodt, 1996).

Consequently, manga chapters may take hundreds of pages or use dozens of volumes to tell a single story (Schodt, 1996). Visual novels also distort time to focus on dramatic moments and feelings, though they tend to rely more on words than images. This, and their use of multiple endings, means that visual novels make for substantial reading material (Cavallaro, 2009). Visual novels like Steins;Gate Zero or Chaos;Child may take over forty hours to complete, while Fate Stay/Night has over 500,000 words of narrative (Lebowitz and Klug, 2011).

While the experience of fictional time in visual novels has been influenced by manga, visual novel writers have more control over player reading time than mangaka. Due to the power of delivery held by the reader, surprises in comics may be ineffective, simply because readers can cheat and flick ahead (Eisner, 2008). Visual novels prevent users skipping ahead by controlling the delivery of narrative, as code prevents the skipping of unread text. Hence, visuals and narrative are revealed chronologically. The control of animation of sequential narratives in digital comics has been contested elsewhere (Bigerel, 2009). Programmers may purposely delay the unveiling of certain lines of narrative in their code, for dramatic effect, or require user interaction to finish unveiling a sentence, whereas a mangaka cannot control how much time is taken to read a sentence in a panel, or what page is read and in what order.

6. Reading Manga and visual novels

Generally, Western comics use Z-type reading (left to right, up to down) whereas manga are read right to left (Cohn, 2013). Visual novels, however, despite being written in Japanese, or primarily for Japanese readers, are read in the Western Z-type form. This means that the reader is encouraged to travel right in their reading experience. This is linked to the video game’s use of arrows, which often involves using the right arrow or joystick to move the story and gameplay in that direction. Similarly, visual novels encourage the reader to progress chronologically through the story, moving right to scroll through future narrative.

The reading time of visual novels is also influenced by the length of time it takes for a sound, or line of dialogue to finish playing. This is something that does not affect manga. Comics aren’t meant for oral renditions, therefore relying solely on the content found in word balloons will not lead to a coherent understanding of their narratives (Ingulsrud and Allen, 2009). Although there have been exceptions where titles or sections have been read aloud on Youtube (LittleKuriboh, 2008), or over the radio (NYC Mayor LaGuardia’s Legendary Radio Readings; NPR, 2008), however, this is not the norm. Usually, readers must take the time to read images and words together. Like manga, a combination of text and images is needed to completely understand a visual novel’s narrative, but unlike manga, there is more of a reliance on text. Looking away from the screen, the reader can still understand what is going on when playing visual novels that use voiced dialogue.

7. Conclusion

The influence of manga on the visual novel has meant that the visual novels use of space and time has been shaped by the manga reading experience. Although there are key differences, like how the visual novel's use of sound impacts the time spent reading, manga and visual novels share many similar features; this includes their use of things such as layers, space and compositing. Therefore, while some may argue against comics that use animation or restrict reading (Bigerel, 2009), the visual novel is no longer a paradox; a video game can also be a comic, and share comic features.
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‘Fragment Series’ explores the typographic and material interplay between digital and analogue processes where deconstructed letterforms are rebuilt and reframed during the screenprinting process embodying glitch like qualities, referencing the fragmentation of letters during the process of digitisation.